Dear Picasso User,
As all our loyal customers know, Picasso Digital is constantly evolving.
We have a whole department of developers dedicated to helping you become a well-run hotel with increased earnings.
During 2020, we presented 140 new features that improve the everyday lives and competitiveness of our customers.
We expect a similar number of new features in 2021.
Now that the vaccinations are underway and the reopening is within sight, it is important for you to be at the forefront
of developments in the fierce competition for customers!

Prepare yourself and the business for when the reopening comes
Picasso Digital’s many contemporary, smart and innovative features make your
hotel a winner in the battle for reservations and earnings.

Mona expands her repertoire
The list of Mona’s talents is long. Now she is adding even
more to the list.
Once the guest has booked, Mona sends an SMS with a
link to the guest’s smartphone. Here the guest can now
fill out registration cards, prepay stays, check in or out,
receive key codes, etc.
This gives the guest greater freedom, and reduces queues
for check-in and out.
The guest also has the option of ordering or pre-ordering
items that the hotel makes available for online sale.
The guest can pay for the goods directly via their mobile
phone or post them to their room. This makes the guest’s
mobile phone their own personal cash register, and
increases the potential for additional sales for the hotel.
Read more about Mona - your digital assistant

Piccoline can be used both for cleaning rooms as well as creating tasks with accompanying images for the caretaker or technician. Cleaning status and tasks are
synchronized in real time and are fully integrated with Picasso Digital.
NEWS:
Possibility of integration to power and heat management (on / off via cleaning
status)
- Several new overviews.
- Works on all platforms (iOS and Android)
Call and hear more about Piccoline or
read more here

Read more about Piccoline

Tips & Tricks
Did you know that you can
create reservations in Rates?
In Booking > Rates you can
mark the desired period
in the calendar and get an
overview of room types and
prices.
You now get a better
opportunity to sell the
customer their desired stay.

Enjoy in My search
We have fine-tuned our new search function so you can now
easily search for both first name and last name at the same
time in the search field

That’s all for today
We would love to hear from you if there
is anything you would like to hear more
about.
Yours sincerely

AK Techotel

Contact
Alistair Brown
Direct: (+353) 96 22907
Mobile: (+353) 866022558
E-mail: amb@techotel.ie
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